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Wide Appeal for Sustainability
By Norm Williams, Development Manager

ary Baker Eddy’s vision for
Christian Science nursing
inspires and leads to
remarkable healing at Wide Horizon.
In recognition of the vital importance
of Christian Science nursing to our
movement, and specifically Wide
Horizon, we are launching a five-year
campaign, “Wide Appeal for
Sustainability.”
This campaign, which is in greater
appreciation of Christian Science
nurses, is in addition to our annual
fund drive which offsets operational
costs, including expenditures for
benevolence. Our goal is to raise an
additional $3.5 million for

investments to generate income.
Therefore, our objective for this
campaign is to provide for the
sustainability and continuity of
Christian Science nursing at Wide
Horizon for future generations.
We are reaching out to the
Christian Science field in the Rocky
Mountains and Great Plains region to
make the need known about Wide
Horizon – to maintain our high
standard of Christian Science nursing
care and to meet the need of patients,
who wholeheartedly rely on God and
Christian Science. Fulfilling our
mission is essential to our collective
work together. We are grateful for

generous contributions in the past that
helped this work move forward.
Now we hope you will join us in
our “Wide Appeal for Sustainability”
campaign by sincerely appreciating
and financially supporting the selfless
and sacred work of Christian Science
nurses. Every day we are praying to
make a real difference in the lives of
our guests and for our community. On
behalf of our entire “family” of
guests, staff and volunteers, thank you
for caring and supporting this healing
ministry!
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Wide Horizon – Broadening Higher from a Boundless Basis
reetings from your Wide
Horizon Board of Directors!

First, we would like to say how
grateful we are for the dedication and
loving service of all the employees at
Wide Horizon. The Christian Science
nurses, aides, food service,
maintenance and administrative staff
are the effective team which creates
the healing atmosphere so valued and
attractive to our guests and their
families. The Board is also grateful for
the generosity and continuing support
of the wider Wide Horizon community
in the form of volunteering, consistent
prayer and financial contributions.

So, how does the Board fit into all
this, anyway? We have only one board
member with direct Christian Science
nursing experience; yet the Board does
have members with backgrounds in
accounting, human relations,
development, budgeting and
experience with non-profit
organizations. As class-taught students
of Christian Science, our greatest
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By David Shawaker, Chairman

contributions are through consistent
metaphysical support.
Indeed, Wide Horizon exemplifies
Mary Baker Eddy’s statement that,
“God expresses in man the infinite
idea forever developing itself,
broadening and rising higher and
higher from a boundless basis”
(Science and Health with Key to the
Scriptures, p. 258).
Wide Horizon is fortunate to have
an outstanding Director of Christian
Science Nursing and Executive
Director, so the Board takes a position
not to interfere with the daily
operations. The DCSN and ED both
report issues that arise in their monthly
reports to the Board. Communication
is open, and the Board does act as a
sounding board for policy and
organizational issues that come up.
This year and much of last year,
most of the Board’s focus has been on
strategic issues. Wide Horizon has
been operating continuously and
successfully for more than 65 years.
We have asked, “What should we be
doing to insure a healthy, stable
operation for the next 65 years?”
The first major step has already
been accomplished: the modernization
of our current facilities through a
major upgrade of the Main Building;
and with the addition of new housing
for Christian Science nurses and an
appropriate building for the
maintenance equipment and staff.
The next step we see is to address
three issues of significance, which we
have in common with many other
Christian Science nursing
organizations within the Christian
Science movement:
1. Our rates, while less than costs
found in medical facilities, are still
beyond the reach for many

Christian Science families.

2. Christian Science nurses are not
paid competitively with other
professions. While a Christian
Science nursing career is clearly a
calling, careers for both new and
experienced Christian Science
nurses should demonstrate
abundance. It appears few young
people from the United States are
choosing a career in Christian
Science nursing at this time.

3. The financial reserves at Wide
Horizon are marginally adequate
to provide consistent continuity
and stability through a longer
economic downturn, and therefore
need to be increased.

So, with the active support of the
administration, the Board has driven a
process to widen the awareness and
support of the Christian Science
community in the seven-state region
and beyond which we serve by
launching a five-year campaign
entitled, “Wide Appeal for
Sustainability.” To support this effort,
Wide Horizon has hired Norm
Williams, an experienced development
officer, who, among other things, led a
nationwide development effort of the
First Church of Christ, Scientist in
Concord, New Hampshire. Also, the
senior staff is beginning to make trips
to meet with and inform individual
supporters and memberships of branch
churches about Christian Science
nursing and Wide Horizon’s role.
We expect that this campaign will
occupy center stage of our meetings
and efforts for the foreseeable future.
A detailed description of the campaign
and the rationale for it as well as a
beautiful brochure about Wide
Horizon are available to anyone upon

Continued on page 9…
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ANNOUNCEMENT of
WIDE HORIZON 2017 ANNUAL MEETING
Sunday, October 8 from 2:00PM to 4:00PM

The keynote speaker will be Annette
Dutenhoffer, CS, of Longmont,
Colorado. Her talk is titled: “Christian
Science Nursing and You: Heeding the
Still, Small Voice.” There also will be
reports from the Board of Directors,
Executive Director, Development
Manager, and Director of Christian
Science Nursing.

Our theme this year is “Heeding the
Still, Small Voice” – with a focus on
renewing our appreciation for Christian
Science nurses and sustaining the
ministry of Christian Science nursing at
Wide Horizon.

This meeting will be held on our campus
in the Main Building. Light refreshments
will be provided. All are welcome!

Wide Horizon is located
at 8900 West 38th Avenue, Wheat Ridge, CO.

Bio of Annette Dutenhoffer, C.S., of Longmont, CO

“Shepherd, show me how to go” and
“I will listen for Thy voice” are among
Annette Dutenhoffer’s first memories of
attending the Christian Science Sunday
School, wherever in the world her Air
Force dad was stationed at the time.
That listening formed the foundation
for a deeper commitment to the
Christian Science movement in the last
three decades. Annette moved from Los
Angeles to Longmont with her husband
and two daughters in the early 1990s,
leaving a career with Northwest Airlines
to raise their children. This move also
led to ongoing, active membership in
church, where she has served in nearly
every capacity.
Annette followed the nudging of the

still, small, but persistent voice and took
primary class instruction in 1998. She
began advertising as a public
practitioner in The Christian Science
Journal in 2005, and in the Spanish
Herald several years later.
She has written extensively for the
Christian Science periodicals and
Mother Church sponsored websites, and

has been a regular contributor to the
Christian Science Monitor’s religious
perspective column, bringing her
prayers and a healing perspective to
topics ranging from the legalization of
recreational marijuana in Colorado to
the 45th anniversary of the first walk on
the moon.
Annette has also consistently
supported Wide Horizon and its
commitment to providing quality care
for Christian Scientists in Colorado and
the surrounding states by recording
periodicals for roughly twenty years and
joyfully serving as one of many
volunteer practitioners for the facility.
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To Touch the Lion’s Paw

he circus came to town and
Mrs. Eddy wanted to see it. It
may be difficult to imagine the
Leader of the Christian Science
movement making time in her busy
schedule to attend something like the
circus, but she always had a reason
for what she did.
She asked friend and dedicated
worker, Julia Bartlett, to accompany
her. “It is the menagerie which
interests me; it is said to be
exceptionally fine,” she told Miss
Bartlett.
They stopped in front of the lions’
cage. Mrs. Eddy kept her eye on the
guard, who was pacing back and forth
in front of the cages of the great cats.
When he stopped at the far end of his
watch, “more quickly than I can tell
it,” said Miss Bartlett, “Mrs. Eddy
was under the line; and the next
moment her hand was resting on the
lion’s paw near the edge of the cage
directly facing her.” She took a
moment to look into the face of the
majestic beast, while her hand
remained on the giant paw. Then, just
as quickly, she was outside the guard
rope again and ready to head home.
(See Yvonne Caché von Fettweis and
Robert Townsend Warneck, Mary
Baker Eddy: Christian Healer,
p. 422.)
It’s an interesting account, and
although we can only imagine what
the surprised lion was thinking, we
know that Mrs. Eddy put a great deal
of importance on fearlessness in the
practice of Christian Science. She
wrote, “A man’s gaze, fastened
fearlessly on a ferocious beast, often
causes the beast to retreat in terror.”
(Science and Health with Key to the
Scriptures, p. 378). On the same
page, she likens this occurrence to the
destruction of error in the face of
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By Annette Dutenhoffer, C.S.

Truth or, “the might of intelligence
exercised over mortal beliefs.”
Like a skilled lion tamer, the
Christian Science nurse regularly
stares down the mortal beliefs of
disease, decline, and death, which
seem to claim the reality and ferocity
of a roaring beast. What is the result
of this courage? The recognition of
harmony and the destruction of pain
and discord.
Consider this statement: “Let
neither fear nor doubt overshadow
your clear sense and calm trust, that
the recognition of life harmonious—
as Life eternally is—can destroy any
painful sense of, or belief in, that
which Life is not” (Science and
Health, p. 495).
The Christian Science nurse’s
fearlessness, calm trust in good, and
clear recognition of harmony open
the way for joy and health to be seen
and experienced by all in the sick
room—patient, family, and nursing
staff included. These qualities bring
to everyone a sense of dominion over

“any painful sense of, or belief in,
that which Life is not.”
Over the years, I have had several
friends who have sought healing
during a stay at Wide Horizon. The
dedication of the nursing staff to
comfort and provide practical care, no
matter what has presented itself to
them, has been a strength to my
friends, and also to those of us who
have dropped by for a visit.
Yes, even better than the flowers
which I inevitably bring, the spiritual
qualities that each of the Christian
Science nursing staff expresses bring
continuous strength to residents. I
appreciate their qualities of
cheerfulness, orderliness, punctuality,
patience, faithfulness, and receptivity.
(See Science and Health, p. 395.)
I’d also like to say to each
Christian Science nurse: Thank you
for your fearlessness. Thanks for your
willingness to rest your hand on the
lion’s great paw, so to speak, while
dedicating yourself to witnessing the
healing power of Christian Science.
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The Activity of Love

By Jan Dillingham, Activities Coordinator

ince Wide Horizon’s last
newsletter, we have had several
interesting, fun activities.
Before we share some of those with
you, we want to take the opportunity
to share with you our most important
activity that goes on continuously. As
Mary Baker Eddy states in Science and
Health with Key to the Scriptures on
page 113: “The vital part, the heart and
soul of Christian Science, is Love.”
Each day we see such tender acts of
compassion and kindness that
exemplify the truth of the above
statement:
• Prayer offered to members of staff
not feeling well.
• Walking down the hall after
meals, gently tapping on each
door to share a loving message.
• Prayers for staff needing to
travel home in inclement
weather.
• During daily Bible Lesson
Study times guests share
inspiration gained from the
study of the Lesson,
experiences and references to
Mrs. Eddy’s Writings and
express gratitude to each other
for sharing. This interaction
filled with love is very
uplifting, so supportive of
healing.
This is just a sample of ongoing
expressions of divine Love that we
see. The lovingkindness that we
see expressed among our guests and
our staff – is the most important activity
we have. This includes how
appreciative our guests are of the
Administrative Staff, Christian Science
Nurses, Maintenance and Kitchen Staff,
and Activities.
In April, a supporter of Wide
Horizon came to Wide Horizon to share
a video that was very special. It was
about the first modern Olympics, which

occurred in 1896. Her husband’s uncle
was part of the group of college
students and faculty that helped to
organize as well as participate in this
event, which was held in Greece. What
a special sharing, which was enjoyed
by all!
The Summit Singers came to
entertain us in May. This group
included a pianist and a small group of
singers who provided music to sing
along with them. Everyone seemed to
enjoy this participatory type of
entertainment.
Also in the month of May, Katie
Wood and Spencer Christensen held
their Capstone Project for NLC

(National Leadership Council),
which is part of Discovery Bound,
here at Wide Horizon on a Saturday.
A group of adults and youngsters
helped plant flowers (THANK
YOU!), Katie and Spencer shared
with the group what is involved in
their participation with NLC, and
then the NLC group and Wide
Horizon guests had a hymn sing and
picnic. A fun, productive day for all!

We held our annual Fourth of July
parade/party/entertainment on June 30.
This celebration of Independence Day
is always a fun event with children and
grandchildren bringing bicycles,
wagons, etc. to be decorated, and this is
our “parade.” We had our picnic on the
back patio, and this year Nancy Steuart
played the piano for us after the parade
and picnic.
As always, we continue to have
daily wheelchair rides and walks
through our beautiful grounds, and this
is a very loved activity. Our Thursday
evening testimony meeting is a favorite
weekly event, as this is our church,
providing opportunity for sharing
testimonies of healing after a
volunteer reader provides readings.
We are so very grateful for our
volunteers that provide varied and
needed support for us. One
particular need we have right now
is for volunteers to come on a
Saturday each month to read and
discuss the weekly Bible Lesson
with a small group of our guests,
take people outdoors for
wheelchair rides, eat lunch and
visit in the dining room. We also
have a need for readers for our
Thursday evening testimony
meetings. These individuals can be
either current readers in their
branch churches or those who have
read in a branch church in the past.
Sometimes people who are
currently serving as readers simply read
the lesson they prepared for their
church on Wednesday. We try to keep
enough people on our reader list so that
no one needs to read more than once in
a quarter. Please feel free to call or
email Jan Dillingham (303-984-5350 or
jdillingham83@gmail.com) if you have
questions or ideas about serving as a
volunteer at Wide Horizon.
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Under Her Wings – Divine Love’s Ever-Watchful Eye and Protection
By Mary Culbertson, Asst. Director of Christian Science Nursing

I

s not this something we yearn
for - God’s impartial,
embracing, and-in-the-moment
loving care?
As one guest at Wide Horizon
shared with me her observation of a
mother duck, building her nest close
to the building’s entrance, she
contemplated how the little family
felt sheltered and safe. And, how she
herself felt the same tender care under
the “wings” of Wide Horizon, the
power of God’s ever-present
operative, active law of Love,
embracing and cherishing.
Reflecting upon our conversation,
and how we best support a peaceful
and safe atmosphere in our
community at Wide and beyond,
several “bread upon the water” ideas
come to me.
One: Gratitude: “A grateful heart a
garden is…” (Christian Science
Hymnal, hymn 3). We all know the
power of gratitude and how hymns
and singing often establish stillness,
serenity, and peace – harmony! A
recent article, “A Reason to Sing,”
even though a human perspective,
speaks of the bodily effects of
singing, and the release of beliefs of
stress and anxiety. In Ephesians
(5:19) Paul encourages the churches
to communicate through song. And,
throughout Psalms we’re encouraged
to sing as we turn to God in distress
Page 6

and deliverance. As one sings, he is
not unhappy or ungrateful for long!
Two: Self-knowledge: Are we
captivated by the distractions of
world thought? How committed are
we to protecting our mental home and
maintaining beautiful images of Spirit
and experiencing the resulting
tranquility and peace of a grateful and
well-tended garden or consciousness?
In Proverbs 25:28 we are warned,
“He who hath no rule over his own
spirit is like a city that is broken
down, and without walls.” And, Mrs.
Eddy writes in Miscellaneous
Writings, p. 260, “Pure Mind gives
out an atmosphere that heals and
saves. Words are not always the
auxiliaries of Truth. The spirit and not
the letter, performs the vital functions
of Love.” For me, therefore, selfknowledge is a form of sincerity and
its foothold places us on the right
path.
Three: The power of a good
example: In Miscellaneous Writings,
p. 110, we read, “What grander
ambition is there than to maintain in

yourselves what Jesus loved, and to
know that your example, more than
your words, makes morals for
mankind!” What a powerful
statement and a beacon in Christian
Science nursing. We may not always
have an immediate solution.
However, we can always bring the
love, encouragement, and humor
which brings levity, deflating and
disempowering error’s boasting.
Four: The Golden Rule: Love thy
neighbor as thyself is the essence of
Christian Science nursing. In Luke
10, Jesus is questioned by a lawyer,
well versed in Jewish law of their
day, “Master, what shall I do to
inherit eternal life?” Jesus answers a
question with a question, “What is
written in the law? How readest
thou?” He recites the law correctly,
“…Thou shalt love the Lord thy God
with all thy heart, and with all thy
soul, and with all thy strength, and
with all thy mind; and thy neighbor as
thyself.” Then he asks Jesus, “Who is

Continued on page 9…
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An Inspirational View

ach day at Wide Horizon is a
blessing from God. It is a joy to
come to work every day, and I
am so grateful for the opportunity to
work here and to share my experiences
with the many wonderful people at
Wide Horizon. You can feel God’s love
and presence all around you. He works
through each one of us, and through His
work, we can accomplish great things
and be an inspiration to others as we
give back.
As the days go by, I continue to
learn how to express God’s love and
ideas which have helped me achieve
many things in my life, but there is one
day that stands out in my mind.
In the summer of 2016, while I was
grading dirt next to the ditch outside of
the maintenance facility there was a log
protruding from the ground. In order to
level the dirt, the log had to be removed
with a skid steer. As I moved the log
with the bucket from the skid steer, a
swarm of wasps rose up from the
ground and attacked me. I found myself
covered with wasps from my head to
my waist as they made their way inside
my clothing. I immediately removed

By John Baca, Maintenance Manager
my shirt and swatted at the swarm to
get away but was stung multiple times
all over my head and my body. My
human thought told me I was being hurt
as large welts began to appear and I
became fearful. As I ran to the building,
I continued to pull wasps out of my hair
and from my clothes as I was being
stung all over. I called the reception
desk and they contacted Sue, Wide
Horizon’s Director of Christian Science
Nursing. She immediately ran over and
the first words out of her mouth were
something to the effect, “You’re okay,
John. You can’t be hurt by God’s
creation; therefore, you can’t be hurt.”
She continued to know the truth and
prayed for me along with several other
people who heard about the incident. In
the meantime, I contacted my wife, to
let her know what had happened. When
I got home my wife asked me to listen
to “God’s Law of Adjustment” by
Adam H. Dickey, and she contacted her
parents and asked them to pray for me.
But I was still struggling with the
pain and fear from this experience and
thought I needed aid from a physician.
The physician told me this experience

could be fatal if not attended to
immediately and I should come to the
ER, which only heightened my fear. I
decided to take a shower instead. As I
began to pray, a sense of calm came
over me and I began to receive
enlightenment. As numerous people
continued to pray, I could feel a shift in
my thoughts and the pain began to
subside as the truth was being revealed.
I replayed “God’s Law of Adjustment”
and as I lay there a sense of tranquility
came over me that “all is well.” I woke
up the next day and to my amazement, I
didn’t feel any pain. The swelling from
the day before went down and the
stings on my skin began to dissipate. I
was so grateful for God’s tender love
and for everyone involved who had
prayed for me. I never experienced
such a swift and powerful healing
before. This was truly an eyeawakening experience that showed me
the power of prayer. I learned to know
the truth that we ALL are created by
God in His image and likeness and this
harmonious creation includes all of
God’s creatures.

Wish List for Maintenance & Grounds

From Christian
Science Practitioners

“It is a joy to come closer to CS
nursing. Thank you for feeding
the sheep of God’s pasture.”

“It was a joy to embrace in
thought the pure spiritual idea
of CS nursing, knowing the
Father’s love is ever-present to
support, care, guide, and heal.”

v Heavy Duty Truck, estimated cost $25,000 - $30,000 – Our 20-year old GMC

truck leaks fluids and has been repaired extensively. A used newer model Dodge
2500 or 3500 diesel truck would be ideal!

v Full Snow Plow Setup, est. cost $8,000 – The existing attached snow plow has
been repaired often.

v Zero Turn Commercial Sit-down Lawn Mower, est. cost $4,000 – The current
mower is a residential John Deere unit that is 13 years old and constantly needs
repairs. A zero turn commercial mower would better suit the property with its
many grassy areas.

v Tracked Commercial Snow Blower, est. cost $2,000 - $3,000 – A

maneuverable, reliable unit that can handle deep snow to clean off walkways.
The current residential unit is old, not reliable and rarely works when we need it
most. It’s already been serviced but to no avail.

v Benches for Pathway and Patio (5), est. cost $500 - $800 each – Made with
low maintenance materials, sturdy, easy to clean, comfortable for our guests.
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From Rest & Study Guests

u I love the peacefulness of Horizon
House and happy colors of the
rooms. The meals suit me perfectly.
Members of the staff are wonderful.
The view is magnificent.
u My stay at Wide Horizon was filled
with blessings. Love permeated my
respite there and opened the way
for me to be still and welcome the
Christ in thought at every turn. I
loved the progress made in moving
about more and more freely.
Especially helpful to me were many
broadcasts of truth during the day
via the P.A. system. The CS nurses
and all staff were so helpful with
meals (which were truly tasty), and
a bit of laundry. All were lovely
with help. I progressed onward to
everything becoming more
independent. This opportunity for
spiritual growth and Christian
Science healing was a gift – a
wonderful thing which is deeply
appreciated.

u A guest shared while dining that
Wide Horizon is wonderful. She
loves the openness at Wide, and
loves the loving, supportive
atmosphere that pervades here.

u Dear Sue and Staff of Wide
Horizon, I have been thinking about
my visit at Wide Horizon and
wanted to take the time to express
my joy and gratitude to everyone
who made my visit so special. I
had such an uplifting and
wonderful experience. I would like
to thank you, Sue, for allowing me
to check in so late at night. The
night staff were so helpful and the
check in went so smoothly. I had a
major healing experience with
smaller issues and continue to grow
to understand the Truth for thoughts
of hip pain error. I will be back as
soon as I have the finances and
time. I am double blessed because
my son lives nearby in Denver with
a new month old baby boy! Once
again, I felt a big difference with a

wonderful uplift in my thoughts…
thank you so much for providing a
beautiful place and such quality
Christian Science services from
your entire staff.

From the family of a guest/patient
u “Dear Wide Horizon staff and
volunteers, thank you from the
bottom of my heart for all the
tender loving care and support
given by all to my aunt while she
was there! From admittance to her
going home, small to large and
everything in between! We are so
grateful and appreciate your love
shown and shared! With love and
gratitude…”

Service on the Board

u We are sincerely grateful to Bonnie
Jean Schlaepfer for her generous
service to Wide Horizon as a Board
member. At this time, Bonnie Jean
needs to focus more on her family
and her good works at her branch
church. We wish her well!

Congratulations!
Allison Mosley
and
Cheryl Lahr

have earned their listing in
The Christian Science
Journal as Christian
Science Nurses. Both are
also professional caliber
photographers!
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Wide Horizon – Broadening
Higher from a Boundless Basis
Continued from page 2

request. To obtain this literature, please
call 303-424-4445 ext. 3150 or go to
www.widehorizon.org.
Finally, again, we would like to
say how much we appreciate the
support of the Christian Science
community. We see this symbol of
God’s abundance “forever developing
… from a boundless basis.” And we
look forward to reporting our progress
at the Wide Horizon 2017 Annual
Meeting on Sunday, October 8.

And we know that all things work
together for good to them that love
God, to them who are the called
according to His purpose.
–Romans 8:28

Under Her Wings Continued from page 6

my neighbor?” Jesus answers this
question with the story of The Good
Samaritan and then Jesus asks his
final question, “Which now of these
three, thinkest thou, was neighbor
unto him that fell among thieves?...
He that showed mercy on him…” This
story instructs us to embrace our
neighbor who comes to us moment by
moment; those who have been robbed
of their joy, or purpose or health. It
asks of us to correct impositions of
error which when held in submission
to Truth, yield and harmony is
restored.
Using the above four outlined
points, I put them into practice in
confronting troubling situations,
mostly from social media. Standing
more firmly to establish order, peace
and truth in my “grateful garden” I
have recently seen restoration of
harmony as I have turned literally
from false pictures, illusions and

persistently worked with the Golden
Rule. Most gratefully, willing to work
in praying for and with others, we
have witnessed the effect of Truth in
consciousness and it has made an
impression to them that prayer is an
effective way to solving the world’s
ills. This prayer is often simply
listening to divine Love’s voice and
acknowledging Love’s ever-presence.
When we sincerely care about
making a difference in our world, we
get busy establishing the only reality
there is, God’s Allness, His infinite
goodness: the perfect nature of
creation incapable of corruption.
Lastly, another lesson is addressing
an overwhelming sense of sadness or
hopelessness in world thought,
particularly in dealing with
relationships and a belief of breakage,
separation, and loss. Looking to God
for the understanding of how He
maintains all of His creations, intact,

in His perfect plan, has helped clarify
my role with those brought into my
experience, including pets. I have
come to see that it is God’s role, and
Him working through me through
reflection, that honors and brings
purpose to my relationships. This
more spiritual view of others,
grounded in Love and Principle, raises
each of us to a more joyous and
heightened expression of Life. We
continue to powerfully bless, as we
consider how infinite Love never
ceases loving nor loses sight of its
ideas.
So, getting back to our feathery
friends, with their important gentle
lesson, we owe so much gratitude to
God’s unceasing message of Love for
all of us. What a privilege for us to
witness and experience the ongoing
good here as we watch the mother
ducks and babies cruise the pond at
Wide Horizon.
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A Christian Science Nursing Facility
8900 West 38th Avenue
Wheat Ridge, Colorado 80033

Return Service Requested
Phone 303-424-4445
Fax 303-422-6373

Board of Directors

David Shawaker, Chairman
Douglas Patti, Vice Chairman
Lydia Roberts, Secretary / Treasurer
Kathryn Hoyt, C.S.
Robert Reiman

Select Staff

D. Brian Boettiger, Executive Director/CEO
Susan T. Wood, Director of Christian Science Nursing
Mary Culbertson, Assistant Director of Christian Science Nursing
Carol Hanauer, Assistant Director of Christian Science Nursing
Gaylyn Mercer, Business/HR Manager
Norman Williams, Jr., Development Manager

See our postings at www.facebook.com/WideHorizonInc

“The mission of Wide Horizon, Inc. is to
provide Christian Science nursing, facilities,
and support for those seeking healing
accomplished through complete reliance
on Christian Science as taught
by Mary Baker Eddy.”

Stay Connected:

• Visit our website: www.widehorizon.org

• “Like” us on Facebook:
www.facebook.com/WideHorizonInc

• Provide email at “Contact Us”:
http://www.widehorizon.org/contact

All nature photos by Ashley Havenner.

Donations can be made online: via our website at www.widehorizon.org, where you can also learn
about Wide Horizon and its Christian Science nursing activity. Thank you!

